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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report summarizes the construction conformance, field modifications, costs
and outputs related to in-stream fish habitat restoration activities implemented during the
summer of 2008. The construction and training related activities outlined in this report
have been undertaken in cooperation with the Kyuquot Checleset First Nation, Interfor
and Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council through funding provided by the Pacific Salmon
Commission and Forest Investment Account. Based on existing fish distribution and
habitat conditions, a multi-year assessment and restoration plan was implemented for
Kauwinch River in 2004 to address limiting factors to fish production identified by Komori
& Wong (2004). The Kauwinch River Sidechannel Habitat Enhancement Project, WCVI
aims to increase productivity and survival of overwintering juvenile salmonids by
increasing the availability of stable off channel rearing habitat. Outputs from 2007/08
activities are summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

Using heavy machinery an estimated 500 m3 of LWD and 4 loads of
rock were salvaged from BR 2100 and transported to a staging area
located near the sidechannel enhancement site west of Kauwinch
mainline km 2.3.
An estimated 215 m of side channel habitat at km 1+300 LB was
enhanced using light machinery involving installation of a LWD intake
structure and installation of 10 features including LWD and boulder
complexes.
52 person days of fish habitat enhancement work and training were
provided to members the Kyuquot community under the direction of
Project Biologist Rupert Wong, R.P.Bio and Project Engineer Graham
Hill, P.Eng.
Locations for future restoration work including mainstem LWD
placements in Kauwinch River have been identified and preliminary
designs have been developed.
Fish habitat restoration prescriptions for Chammis Creek have been
developed.

Construction, effectiveness evaluation and prescription development activities in
2007/08 included 98 person days of work including 52 person days of employment and
training directed at members of the Kyuquot Checleset First Nation and community of
Kyuquot. Instream restoration work completed in 2007 utilized a small hand labor crew
and light equipment due to the environmental sensitivity of the sites. Overall
construction, management, effectiveness evaluation and reporting costs for the
Kauwinch River Sidechannel Habitat Enhancement, WCVI (2007/08) totaled $74,343.
A total of 215 m of sidechannel habitat was enhanced during 2007 restoration
activities in the Kauwinch River watershed. Based on existing biostandards for restored
fish habitat, annual Chinook and Coho production has the potential to increase by an
estimated 989 and 1,484 smolts respectively as a direct result of instream restoration
works carried out in 2007.
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1.0 Introduction
The Kyuquot Checleset First Nation (KCFN) in partnership with International
Forest Products Limited (Interfor) has undertaken work since March 2004 to assess
impacts of historic forest practices on the biophysical resources of the Kauwinch River.
Priority reaches for restoration have been previously identified at the overview and
assessment level with funding provided by the Forest Investment Account (KWE, 2004).
Since 2005 multi-year funding for fish habitat restoration projects in Kauwinch River
have been supported by Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC), Pacific Salmon Foundation
(PSF), Forest Investment Account (FIA) and in-kind contributions from Interfor. Working
in partnership with Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council, Interfor and Forsite another phase of
fish habitat restoration work was carried out in 2007/08 with KCFN. The author was
contracted by Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council and Interfor to implement a sidechannel
restoration project during 2007/08 with funding provided by the PSC and FIA. This report
summarizes the fish habitat restoration activities during the Kauwinch River Sidechannel
Habitat Enhancement, WCVI during 2007/08 beginning July 1, 2007 and ending March
31, 2008.
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of 2007/08 fish habitat
restoration activities for the Kauwinch River Sidechannel Habitat Enhancement, WCVI
implemented from proposals submitted to PSC and FIA by Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal
Council (2007). Included are a location map, explanations of construction conformance,
field modifications, photo records, as built construction drawings, summary of materials
and construction costs and results of an effectiveness evaluation.
1.3

Description of study area

The Kauwinch River (WC 93-7470) is located on the west coast of Vancouver
Island and flows in a southerly direction into Kashutl Inlet within Kyuquot Sound (Figure
1). The Kauwinch River is a fourth order stream draining an area of approximately 8,455
hectares (84 km2). There are 5 major tributary systems with an elevation range from sea
level to 4,000 feet (1,300 m) in the headwater area of Snowsaddle Mountain. The lower
6.5 km of the mainstem flows through a wide (570 m) floodplain area with the valley
walls rising steeply on both east and westerly side slopes. The Kauwinch River
watershed is within KCFN traditional territory and is currently being harvested under
Interfor’s Forest License A19232.
Timber harvesting in the Kauwinch River was initiated in 1957 and by 2001,
approximately 12% of the total watershed was logged with timber harvesting primarily
limited to the valley bottoms and gentle western slopes of the lower watershed area
(Eakins 2001). The majority of logging took place during the early 1970’s, prior to
implementation of environmental guidelines that were established to sustain fisheries
and wildlife values. As of 2001, the overall equivalent clearcut area (ECA) at the
watershed level was 6.6%, with the highest ECA of 12.4% calculated at the sub-basin
level (Eakins 2001). Road density was low at 0.51 km/km2 with a total road length of 48
km, of which 7 km had been deactivated by 2001. The present road density is expected
to be higher as new mainline and branch roads have been constructed since 2002 to
provide access into the upper watershed.
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The Kauwinch River has been recognized as one the largest and best producing
salmon streams in the Kyuquot Area. In 1948, the DFO fisheries officer report describes
the Kauwinch River has having “natural windfalls and unobstructed spawning beds with
unlimited spawning capability” (DFO 1948). The total mainstem length of the Kauwinch
River is 19.7 kilometers, with the lower 12.7 km being accessible to anadromous species
(DFO 1990, L. John, pers. comm). The presence of resident Dolly Varden populations
has been verified in the upper reaches of some tributary systems (Handy 2000).
The Kauwinch River supports chum (Oncorhynchus keta) chinook
(Oncorhynchus tsawhytscha), coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch), sockeye (Oncorhynchus
nerka) salmon as well as Steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss), Cutthroat trout (Salmo
clarki clarki) and Dolly Varden char (Salvelinus malma) (DFO 1990, DFO 1992, KMB
1995). Pink salmon were produced in the Kauwinch until the early 1980’s (15,00 to
100,00) but pink stocks have since collapsed, as observed throughout Kyuquot Sound
and several other systems along the west coast of Vancouver Island. A few (<20) pink
adults have been observed annually over the last decade in the Kauwinch River (DFO
2003).
An Overview/Level 1 Assessment was completed for Kauwinch River in 2004
documenting logging related impacts to fisheries values dating back to the 1950’s. The
study found highest priority areas for restoration within reaches 1 and 3 whereas reach 2
was found to be providing stable, bedrock controlled fish habitat. The lower reaches of
Kauwinch River are the most highly utilized by anadromous salmonid species and were
extensively harvested during the 1970’s. Reaches 1–3 are relatively stable, with less
than 1.1 % gradient and thereby, most suitable for successful fish habitat restoration.
Logging induced impacts on fish and fish habitat include the following:
• Reduced fry survival due to stranding in off channel areas isolated by ditches,
old roads, borrow pits and collapsed culverts.
• Loss of natural LWD frequencies and corresponding stable highwater refuge
habitat.
• Potential reduction in available nutrient levels from reduced recruitment of
marine derived nutrients.
• Loss of long term LWD source to all stream channels and corresponding lack
of LWD recruitment for at least another 50-75 years.
• Loss of natural structure, function and biological diversity of riparian areas.
Based on previous information on fish distribution and habitat conditions, a multiyear restoration plan was implemented for Kauwinch River in 2004. Successfully
completed projects to date have included restoring fish access to an estimated 3,200 m2
underutilized juvenile rearing habitat, complexing an estimated 215 m of sidechannel
habitat using LWD and boulders, adding swales to relic roads to reduce fish stranding
and restore floodplain inundation patterns, developing prescriptions for future projects,
and training for the KCFN Fisheries Crew in stock assessment and restoration
strategies.
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Figure 1. Location map of Kauwinch River watershed with inset map of Vancouver Island.
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2.0 Summation of 2007/08 fish habitat restoration
projects
Instream work during Kauwinch River Sidechannel Habitat Enhancement, WCVI
was completed between July 1, 2007 and March 31, 2008. The following construction,
reclamation and monitoring related activities are summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using heavy equipment an estimated 500 m3 of LWD and 4 loads of
rock were salvaged from BR 2100 and relocated to the project site
near km 2.3 Kauwinch Mainline.
Using a light excavator a LWD intake structure was built at the head
of the km 1+300 LB sidechannel. Other features constructed include
LWD and boulder complexes.
Using a light excavator swales were constructed along the relic road
to improve floodplain hydraulics and reduce risk of fry stranding.
Using hand labour temporary tote roads were deactivated and planted
with riparian native species as part of the reclamation phase
completed in October 2007.
Effectiveness Evaluation of the works completed in the km 1+300 LB
sidechannel was carried out during high water in March 2008.
Survey work as completed in Chammis Creek and Kauwinch River
watershed during March 2008 to identify and confirm future fish
habitat restoration projects.

The following section provides a summary for construction conformance, with a
discussion of field modifications to prescriptions. A summary of 2007/08 restoration
activities, photos, as built surveys and drawings are listed in Table 2. Photo records
from established photo posts or similar vantage points were taken before and after
construction for all restoration sites. These photos will provide baseline information from
which physical changes can be recorded during future monitoring work.
Table 1. Summary of 2007/08 restoration activities, photos, as built drawings.

Site
Kauwinch
side channel
1+300 LB
Kauwinch
side channel
1+300 LB
Kauwinch
side channel
1+300 LB
Chamiss Cr
trib 0+720 LB
Chamiss Cr
trib 0+460 LB

Type

Objective

As built
information

III

Instream fish habitat
enhancement

I

Access road deactivation

None

I

Site reclamation – riparian
planting
Instream fish habitat
enhancement
Instream fish habitat
enhancement

None

III
III

Appendix 2

Report in progress
Report in progress
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2.1

Sidechannel enhancement at km 1+300 LB

A relic channel that previously received flows from Tributary 1.9 has been altered
by floodplain logging and now performs as a side channel to mainstem flows (Figure 2).
The side channel has an overall length of 240 m, with an unstable inlet along the left
bank of the mainstem. The upper 120 m of channel is aggraded and providing low
quality fish habitat due to excess bed load and lack of pool forming LWD features. The
gradient averages 1.1% and substrates consist of moderately compacted gravel with
cobble (D90 350 mm). Low densities of 0+ and 1+ coho fry were observed in isolated
pools during a previous study suggesting potential for increased utilization (Komori &
Wong, 2004). Based on existing biostandards for fish production restoration work is
expected to increase annual fish production by an estimated 1,000 chinook smolts and
1,500 coho smolts (Keeley et al 1998).
Activity summary:
Using light equipment an estimated 500 m3 of LWD and was used to build an
intake structure and LWD complexes. Work was carried out in three phases in Jun
2007, August 2007 and October 2007. During the preparatory phase in June 2007 a
labour crew and machinery was used to reactivate an estimated 200 m long tote road
from Kauwinch mainline km 2.3 to the left bank of the sidechannel at km 1+300. Ballast
rock and large woody debris was salvaged from BR 2100 and along old quarry sites
using Lemare’s heavy equipment and delivered to the end of the reactivated tote road.
All works during the preparatory phase followed the materials and staging instructions
outlined in a memorandum provided by
northwest hydraulic consultants (Appendix 1).
The construction phase was
completed during August 2007 inside the
fisheries work window as mainstem flows
were at their lowest. The instream
construction site was initially isolated using 5
mm mesh stop nets until a temporary coffer
dam was in place to reduce flow (Photo 1 &
2).

Photo 1 & 2. Coffer dam construction prior to instream works showing light machinery
used (top) and partitioning used for flow diversion pumping (bottom).
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A total of 12 pieces of LWD (min 7 m x 0.4 m dbh) and 31 boulders (min 0.8 m
dia) were used to construct a sidechannel intake structure. Construction of the
sidechannel inlet structure was carried out in general conformance to designs shown in
Appendix 2. A trench (9 m long x 1 m deep) was first excavated into the bed to install
the 4 sill logs, which were ballasted by boulders and overlying LWD anchored to the
opposing banks. The sidechannel enhancement project also involved construction of 10
LWD complexes, which generally conformed to design details described in Appendix 3.
The project biologist calculated ballast requirements on site for LWD volumes
used in each complex based on D’Aoust & Millar (1999). Competence of the ballast rock
was tested by assembling an anchor and lifting the representative rock samples by a
single strand of wire rope. Fractured or incompetent rock were used for boulder
complexing and excluded for use as ballast. The small excavator mobilized the rooted
conifer logs, stumps and ballast boulders to each LWD placement site from the staging
area. After machine placement of LWD and boulders the labour crew completed
anchoring and fastening using power and hand tools (Photo 3 & 4). Photos 5 to 25
illustrate pre and post construction photos at the inlet structure and representative LWD
placement sites.
Photo 3. Typical bank anchor embedded into
bank (right).

Photo 4. Typical LWD spur configuration
ballasted with boulders (left).
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Photo 5, 6 & 7. Upstream,
view of sidechannel inlet
site at 226 m before (top)
and after construction
under moderate fall flows
(middle) and winter flood
conditions (bottom).

Photo 8 & 9.
Downstream, view of
sidechannel inlet site at
226 m before (top) and
after construction
(bottom).
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Photo 10, 11 & 12. As built inlet structure at 226 m viewed after deactivation of coffer dam
from right bank (left), left bank (center) and from the left bank under flood conditions
(right).

Photo 13 & 14. Lateral view
of LWD complex at 201 m
before (top) and after
construction (bottom).
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Photo 15 & 16. Upstream
view of LWD complex at 166
m before (top) and after
construction (bottom).

Photo 17, 18 & 19. Lateral view of LWD
complex site at 122 m before (top) and after
construction under moderate fall flows
(middle) and winter flood conditions
(bottom).
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Photo 20, 21 & 22. Upstream
view of LWD complex site at
113 m before (top) and after
construction (middle) and
under winter flood
conditions (bottom)
showing LWD accumulated
from sites at 201, 178 & 166
m.

Photo 23, 24 & 25. Upstream
view of LWD complex sites
at 89, 79 & 69 m before (top)
and after construction
(middle) and under winter
flood conditions (bottom).
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The reclamation phase of work was carried out in October 2007 during the fall
planting window. In general conformance to the planting prescriptions detailed in
Appendix 4 the KCFN crew planted 57 native riparian plants over and estimated 500 m2
of deactivated road and over a small section of disturbed bank adjacent to the inlet
structure (Photos 26 – 28). Target spacing for all planted trees was 4 m x 4 m and soil
for each plant was amended with bone meal. Using light machinery the access road
was also deactivated by constructing swales to restore floodplain hydraulics.

Photo 26. Live stake
installations located
at the eroding
sidechannel inlet at
240 m to help reestablish rooted
vegetation (Aug 2007).

Photo 27 & 28. Typical
temporary tote road
built by light
machinery to access
inlet site (top) and
deactivated and
planted with riparian
natives during
reclamation phase of
work (bottom).
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Field modifications to prescriptions:
No modifications to prescriptions were required to meet instream restoration
objectives at this site. Implementation of restoration treatments was carried out in
general conformance with the design plans summarized in Appendix 2. Ballast
requirements were calculated by the project biologist following guidelines provided by
D’Aoust and Millar (1999) to ensure works are stable and cost effective.

2.2

Effectiveness Evaluation

In order to evaluate instream restoration works completed in the km 1+300
Kauwinch River sidechannel a Routine Effectiveness Evaluation (REE) was initiated in
October 2007 and after a significant flood event in March 2008. With the help of KCFN
Fisheries biological and physical performance of restoration works was collected.
Activity summary:
Using a Nikon AX-1 automatic level approximately 240 m of the upper
sidechannel was surveyed before and after construction in October 2007 following
procedures in Johnston & Slaney (1996) (Photo 29 & 30). Survey results are
summarized in Figure 3 and Appendix 3 and will be used to continue REE in the km
1+300 LB sidechannel to ensure restoration objectives are being met. Based on
comparative channel profiles before and after LWD placement the target pool frequency
and associated utilization by juvenile salmonids appears to have improved significantly.
Following major flood events occurring in November and December 2007 in
Kyuquot Sound another field visit was completed in March 2008. Post flood evaluations
found LWD structures at 201 m, 178 m and 166 m have moved and relocated to 113 m
where a stable and larger LWD structure has been created (Photo 22). The balance of
LWD structures including the inlet has remained stable and secure under the duress of
major floods. Maintenance activities including re-ballasting at 113 m have been carried
out to ensure the LWD structure does not remobilize during another extreme flood event.
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KM 1+300 LB SIDECHANNEL INLET @ 240 m
LWD STRUCTURE @ 180 m RB
LWD STRUCTURE @ 131 m RB
LWD STRUCTURE @ 122 m RB
LWD STRUCTURE @ 89 m RB
LWD STRUCTURE @ 79 m RB
LWD STRUCTURE @ 69 m RB

INLET STRUCTURE @ 226 m
LWD STRUCTURE @ 201 m LB
LWD STRUCTURE @ 178 m LB
LWD STRUCTURE @ 166 m LB
LWD
STRUCTURE
@ 113 m LB
KAUWINCH
MAINLINE @
km 2.3
SITE ACCESS
OVER RELIC
TOTE ROAD

Figure 2. . Aerial view of Kauwinch River sidechannel enhancement project at km 1+300
LB showing approximate locations of inlet and LWD structures installed in 2007 (IAI 2000).
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Figure 3. Kauwinch river km 1+300 LB sidechannel survey profile results compared before and after installation of LWD and inlet
structures.
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3.0 Cost and output summary
Overall construction and reporting costs for the Kauwinch River Sidechannel
Habitat Enhancement Project, WCVI (2007/08) totaled $74,343. Annual project costs to
date, outputs and employment history are summarized in the Table 2 & 3.
Table 2. Summary of project cost and outputs for recent fiscal periods.

Fiscal Year

Source

2004/05

FIA

2005/06

PSC

2007/08

FIA* &
PSC

Output
(m)

Person
days

Cost ($)

4

2,200

300

56

33,565

500

98

74,343

Table 3. Summary of 2007/08 project costs.
Am ount Expense

Person
days
Description

6,573 Labour Crew & Foreman

29.9 Construction

8,132 Project Engineer

10.2 Prescriptions, construction, and monitoring

21,540 Project Biologist
Travel (field related
2,938 to/from Fair Harbour)

35.9 Prescriptions, construction, and monitoring
Mob/demob

- Small Tools & Equipment

Hand tools & consumables
LWD, Ballasting, anchoring materials & other
consumables

4,803 Site Supplies & Materials
16,222 Heavy Equipment

22.5 Excavator, Tandem truck

4,858 Equipment Rental

Pow er tools, survey, fish salvage & site iso gear

- Work & Safety Gear

PPE & Fire Fighting Gear

- Repairs & Maintenace

Field gear

- Permits

DFO letter of advice, Section 9, fish collection, MoFR
Crew cabs, heavy equipment barging, w ater taxis,
accommodations, meals

9,278 Other site costs
- Insurance
74,343 Totals

CGL, E&O, Worker's Compensation
98.5

A combined total of 2,150 m2 of fish habitat was treated during restoration
activities in the Kauwinch River sidechannel enhancement project. Based on existing
biostandards for restored fish habitat, annual Chinook and Coho production has the
potential to increase by an estimated 989 and 1,484 smolts respectively as a direct
result of restoration works carried out in 2007. Construction and reporting activities in
2007/08 included 98 person days of employment including employment and training
directed at members of the community of Kyuquot.
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4.0 Sediment control and fish salvage
Restoration works were completed in the km 1+300 Kauwinch River sidechannel
in August 2007, inside the fisheries work window. Stop nets (500 mm mesh) were
installed both upstream and downstream of the instream construction site prior to fish
salvage efforts. In order to minimize sedimentation during construction a temporary
coffer dam was built at the inlet with a 3” dia pump used to divert residual flow around
the inlet structure. All instream works were completed with minimal sedimentation.
Excavation of the inlet structure sill log trench had to be purposefully paced to allow
turbidity levels to remain within acceptable levels.

5.0 Future fish habitat restoration opportunities
Kauwinch River
Based on the previous information on fish distribution and habitat conditions,
preliminary restoration opportunities have been proposed for Reaches 1, 2 and 3 of the
Kauwinch River (Table 4). This list of opportunities can be used as a starting point with
additional projects added upon completion of proposed assessment work for 2008 and
beyond. These projects are not to be considered a comprehensive list of fish habitat
restoration opportunities and have been identified from aerials photo interpretation
during the Overview Assessment and ongoing field verification and reconnaissance.
Table 4. Summary of potential restoration projects in the Kauwinch River watershed,
describing project type, location and estimated outputs.
Location
Description
Est.
Estimated
CO/CH 1,2
Outputs
smolt
Outputs
(m2) 3
productn/yr
(m) 3
1+700 RB

Mainstem LWD cover structures over existing
bedrock pool.
Mainstem LWD scour structure (BFW = 25 m)
Improved access to beaver pond complex

975

65

2+200 LB
1,050
42
7+300 LB
2,700
180
Reaches
Riparian assessment and restoration
unknown
unknown
1, 2, 3
Reaches 1
Lateral and mid channel gravel bars revegetation
unknown
unknown
3
1
Chinook smolt production: .46 smolts/sq m for mainstem (Koning and Keeley 1997)
2
Coho smolt production: .59 smolts/sq m for mainstem and 0.67/sq m for off channel
3
Mainstem LWD sites assume an influence of 1.68 x bankfull channel width

5.1

448 CH
483 CH
1,809 CO
unknown
unknown

Fish access improvements to isolated off channel habitat

A significant proportion of chinook fry will migrate from the mainstem into stable
side channel habitat with sufficient flows. Natural side channel habitat will allow
migration between the mainstem but altered off channel habitat created from historical
logging activities have a greater likelihood of stranding fry during periods of low flows.
These impacted channels typically have good riparian cover but are underutilized with
potential to provide increased fish production with appropriate restoration measures.
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Potential off channel restoration opportunities have been identified by Komori & Wong
(2004) at the Overview level in the Kauwinch River. Proposed habitat restoration work
includes improving access and LWD complexing in impacted floodplain habitat.
Objective: To restore fish access and natural drainage patterns in off channel habitat
within Reaches 1, 2 and 3 of the Kauwinch mainstem in a cost effective manner.
Benefits: Increased production of salmonids by increasing availability of stable off
channel summer rearing and winter refuge habitat.
5.1.1

Km 7+300 beaver pond complex

Juvenile ingress and egress from the main beaver pond area at Km 7.3 is limited
to high flows only due to a large beaver dam at the downstream end of the complex.
The average width of the pond is 15 m for a total area of 2,700 m2. During a low flow
period observed on October 1, 2003, water levels would need to increase by 40 cm
before juvenile access over the pond control feature is possible. Outmigration from the
pond also appears difficult. High densities of coho (CO) and dolly varden (DV) were
observed on Oct 3, with 0.5 CO /trap hr and 0.3 DV/trap hr on Oct 3, 2003.
Potential restoration options include connecting the off channel ponds and side
channels to facilitate year round access into these areas. Increased access would
improve utilization of the offchannel habitat and decrease mortality from stranding during
the summer and fall. This site is approximately 100 m upstream of the km 7.2
compensation pond constructed in 2002.
5.2

Increasing functional LWD in the Kauwinch mainstem

The overall LWD frequency observed during a brief reconnaissance trip through
Reaches 1-3 in the Kauwinch River mainstem was very low. Instream cover was limited
to deep bedrock pools and boulders through glides and riffles. Winter rearing
opportunities in the lower Kauwinch River may be limited by the lack of suitable instream
cover serving to provide protection from high flows. Particularly during winter months,
rearing coho, chinook and steelhead depend on these features for food and shelter from
predators and environmental stresses (Shrivel, 1990). In order to increase the habitat
complexity as well as increase high water refuge habitat in the mainstem, placement of
large rooted wood would be beneficial through homogeneous glide or riffle habitat.
LWD placements for cover in existing pool habitat is beneficial in increasing the quality
of holding pools for adults. A comprehensive list of suitable LWD placement sites needs
to be developed, but 4 candidate sites were observed during the fall 2007 monitoring trip
and are briefly described below. Further investigation of LWD placement sites in Reach
3 between river km 8.4 and 8.8 (road km 8) is needed, as this section appears to be
relatively accessible from the mainline road.
Objectives: To increase mainstem complexity and high water refuge habitat for rearing
salmonids by increasing LWD frequency and restoring habitat complexity in the
mainstem Kauwinch River. Another objective of the LWD structures is to provide cover
for holding adults as well as provide high quality summer and winter rearing habitat for
coho, chinook and steelhead. An example of LWD structure configuration that can be
used in the Kauwinch River is shown in Figure 4 - 6.
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Benefits: Increased production of salmonids by increasing availability of stable winter
refuge habitat in a cost effective manner.
5.2.1

Km 1+700 RB

At Km 1+700, there is a large bedrock controlled pool along the right bank of the
mainstem Kauwinch River at the old bridge crossing site. The pool has good potential
for a LWD cover structure as access is good from an old spur road from historical
floodplain logging activities and there is existing rock ballast and cables onsite.
5.2.2

Km 2+200 LB

Placement of large rooted wood through homogeneous glide or riffle habitat is
recommended in order to increase the habitat complexity high water refuge habitat in the
mainstem. A suitable location for mainstem LWD scour and trapping structure was
observed at Km 2+200 LB in the mainstem Kauwinch. The homogeneous glide section
lacks complexity, with ready machine access from the mainline road.

5.3

Riparian Assessment and Revegetation

Intact riparian areas provide food, shade, cover and stable off channel habitat for
salmonids as well as deliver a long term supply of LWD to the mainstem channel.
Riparian trees naturally stabilize channel banks and maintain a natural rate of sediment
delivery to the river. Complete harvesting of the lower valley bottom up to both channel
banks; in combination with cross stream yarding has removed natural riparian structure
and function in the lower 8.8 kilometers of the Kauwinch River. As well, large stands of
alder have replaced old growth timber and now dominate sections of riparian habitat
long the Kauwinch mainstem in Reaches 1, 2 and 3. In order to accelerate natural
riparian structure and function, a riparian assessment and development of restoration
plan would be beneficial.
Objectives: To assess existing riparian conditions along both stream banks in the lower
8.8 km (Reaches 1, 2, and 3) of the Kauwinch mainstem and floodplain tributaries to
determine appropriate riparian restoration techniques.
Benefits: To increase stream, wildlife and fish productivity by accelerating the recovery
of natural riparian characteristics. Riparian habitat provides food, shade, channel bank
stability and a long term supply of LWD.
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Figure 4. Typical LWD scour and debris catcher that can be installed in Kauwinch River
(Sheet 1 of 3).
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Figure 5. Typical LWD scour and debris catcher that can be installed in Kauwinch River
(Sheet 1 of 3).
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Figure 6. Typical LWD scour and debris catcher that can be installed in Kauwinch River
(Sheet 1 of 3).
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5.4

Revegetation of lateral and mid channel gravel bars

The low gradient sections of the mainstem channel through Reaches 1 and 3 are
aggraded and overwidened to approximately double the width relative to historical air
photos. Relative to historical photos from 1966, there are a greater proportion of mid
channel and lateral channel bars in the lower mainstem channel that are likely being
stabilized by LWD. Although the channel is aggraded and overwidened, some sections
of the channel appear to be laterally stable with no major avulsions present. The
recovery of large, stable unvegetated sediment bars and degraded riparian habitat can
accelerated though gravel bar revegetation in combination with riparian planting.
Stable gravel bars suitable for rehabilitation need to be identified and planted
with live willow and red osier dogwood stakes to accelerate riparian recovery and to trap
fine sediments that are essential for the recovery of riparian structure and function.
Planting efforts should be targeted for the late winter/early spring (February).
Objectives: To accelerate the recovery of riparian vegetation on stable gravel bars in
order to reduce the effects of channel widening on fish habitat.
Benefits: Stable vegetated bars will eventually assist in concentrating stream flows
during moderate and higher flows to allow the thalweg to re-establish stable riffle pool
habitat.

Chamiss Creek
Based on the existing Overview/Level 1 FHAP information on fish distribution and
habitat conditions, restoration opportunities have been proposed for priority North Fork
Tributaries in Chammis Creek (Table 5).
Table 5. Summary of proposed fish habitat restoration sites in Chamiss Creek.
Site/ Reach
Trib 460 Reach 1

Trib 0+720
Channel
Restoration and
Complexing
Chamiss
watershed

Project
Type
3 Type 1
LWD
Type 2

Stream
fertilization

Design objective

Comments

Increase cover and scour pool habitat
to improve the quality of summer and
winter rearing habitat.
Restore year round access and
natural drainage patterns to Tributary
0+720.

Good machine access with
proximity of Chamiss mainline
and existing bridge at km 2.7
Small hoe to re-establish channel
through debris fan, complex with
ballasted LWD.

Increase primary production to
increase salmonid production in
Chamiss Creek. Stream fertilization
will increase available phosphorous
and nitrogen levels

Prefer slow release solid fertilizer
over metered liquid due to the
remote location of the study site.
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5.5

Trib 0+460 LB LWD Placements

Tributary 0+460 flows for approximately 1.1 km in a southerly direction entering
the left bank on the North Fork of Chamiss Creek at km 0+460. Beaver colonization in
the late 1950’s has resulted in the formation of two backwater ponds in the upper
reaches representing a total area of 46,400 m2 of suitable overwintering fish habitat.
Field surveys conducted in August 2001 confirm that juvenile coho have access to the
lower pond, but conclusive information was not available to confirm anadromous
utilization in the uppermost pond. Nutrient analysis conducted in August 2001 indicated
that Tributary 0+460 is the only drainage basin with dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN)
levels above the target level >20 µg/L. The existing beaver ponds help moderate flows
in Tributary 0+460, and provide an area of enhanced biological activity. Historic riparian
logging has resulted in a net decrease in functional LWD in the riverine sections.

Objectives: To increase high water refuge habitat for rearing salmonids by increasing
LWD frequency to a minimum target of 4 pieces per bankfull channel width in lower
Reach 1. The aim of LWD placements is to increase pool forming features to meet a
targeted pool frequency of one every 2 - 4 channel widths (Photo 29). The structures
are designed to withstand up to 1:50 year flood events and capture mobile woody debris
to allow recruitment of instream wood (Figure 7).
Benefits: The middle and upper reaches of Tributary 0+460 are currently providing the
highest quality coho spawning and rearing habitat observed in the Chamiss Creek
watershed. As juvenile winter rearing and adult spawning habitat is potentially limited in
the adjacent mainstem, complexing in Tributary 0+460 LB is expected to increase stable
habitat for coho and steelhead. The tributary has year round water supply moderated by
upstream wetland and beaver pond habitat. The primary objective of this project is to
improve habitat quality in the lower reach by increasing channel complexity and stable
overwintering habitat. Based on existing biostandards for similar restored habitats,
anticipated annual smolt production at this site is estimated at 183 CO (Keeley et. al.
1996).

Photo 29. Upstream view of proposed LWD complex sites in Tributary 0+460
approximately 19 m from confluence showing typical lack of stable pool forming LWD
features (Mar 2008).
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Figure 7. Typical Plan and Cross section LWD spur with single rootwad for Tributary 0+460.
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5.6

Tributary 0+720 Channel Restoration and Complexing

Tributary 0+720 flows for approximately 1.3 km in a southerly direction entering
the left bank on the North Fork of Chamiss Creek at km 0+720. Field surveys conducted
in August 2001 suggest that juvenile coho have seasonal access to Reach 1 of Trib
0+720 where the % pools observed was good at 77.8% with a fair frequency of 3.9
channel widths per pool. The lower 635 m of Trib 0+720 (Reach 1) is characterized by
riffle pool habitat with an average gradient of 4%. Upstream of Reach 1, the gradient
averages 22.6% and was observed to be unsuitable for anadromous utilization (KWE
2002).
Fish production in Trib 0+720 is potentially limited due to the following factors:
•
•
•

Limited functional LWD (0.8 pieces per bankfull channel width) due to historic
riparian logging.
Channelization alongside the Chamiss mainline road and continued
sedimentation due to the proximity of the active logging road.
Severe aggradation and fish access limitations over 135 m of lower Trib 0+720.

Objectives: Objectives of proposed restoration work in Tributary 0+720 LB include
restoring year round fish access and natural drainage patterns. The proposed project
will increase production of salmonids by augmenting the existing amount of stable winter
refuge habitat. Proposed restoration work is expected to increase annual CO production
by approximately 1,800 smolts.
Benefits: Access in lower Tributary 0+720 LB is limited to both juveniles and adults due
to a 135 m aggraded section of channel causing seasonal subsurface flow (Photo 15).
Impacts to fish habitat associated with restricted access, alterations to natural drainage
patterns and diminished complexity in Tributary 0+720 have been previously
documented (KWE 2002). Evidence of flood flows over the sediment fan suggest
seasonal surface flows to an otherwise isolated tributary (Photo 16). Excavation of the
aggraded channel in combination with LWD placements will restore fish access to an
estimated 635 m of existing and underutilized habitat (Photo 17). Proposed restoration
work is also expected to accelerate the recovery of natural pool/riffle frequency and
improve channel complexity.
Site Survey: Representative channel characteristics in Chamiss Creek Tributary 0+720
were originally sampled over a 220 m sample site in August 2001 through aggraded
pool/riffle habitat where the stream gradient averaged 0.5 % and the bankfull width
measured 8 m. The substrate consisted of primarily gravel with low compaction. A
typical cross section was surveyed by KWE and NHC in August 2001. Follow up survey
work was carried out in March 2008 to confirm that channel profiles of the site have
undergone minimal change. Tributary typical channel section characteristics are
summarized in Table 16.
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Table 6. Typical Cross-section of Tributary 0+720
Location from local confluence

200 m

Bankfull Width

8m

Bankfull Depth

1.2 m

Average Wetted Width

3.1 m

Average Wetted Depth

0.12 m

Site Length

220 m

Average Slope (u/s and d/s 6 bfw)

0.5 %

Hydrology and Hydraulics: Site-specific hydrological information for Chamiss Creek
Tributary 0+720 was surveyed in September, 2001 and summarized in Table 7.
Additional hydrology information for Chamiss Creek watershed can be found in KWE &
Chilibeck (2002).
Table 7. 0+720 km Tributary – Design Hydraulics
Basin Area
Mean Annual Discharge (MAD)

46.4 km2
0.05 m3.s-1

1:2 Flood Flow (Mean Annual Flood)

1.1 m3.s-1

1:50 Flood Flow

2.3 m3.s-1

Design Velocity

1.5 m.s-1

Design & Materials: The restoration prescription for this site involves excavation of 480
m3 of aggraded sediment through the relic north fork channel to re-establish continuous
surface flow in Tributary 0+720. The work includes complexing the new channel with
anchored large wood and partially dismantling a large jam in order to provide year-round
access for salmonids. The impacted section of Tributary 0+720 LB is approximately 135
m long, with a large log jam located at 0+080, retaining a large sediment wedge within
the relic north fork channel to approximately 0+160 m (Photos 30 – 32). Above 0+160
m, Tributary 0+720 has an aggraded channel. The tributary flows down the left edge of
the relic channel and goes sub-gravel at approximately 0+125. The proposed
restoration channel is approximately 135 meters long, dropping at 2.2 %, with a 3.0
meter bottom width and an average excavated depth of 1.5 meters (Figure 8). The
bottom of the channel is a broad U-shape with side slopes at 2:1 H:V. Table 18
describes the hydraulic characteristics of the proposed channel at mean annual
discharge 1:2 and 1:50 flows.
The 80 meter section of channel from the confluence of the relic north fork
channel to the toe of the existing log jam will require complexing. We proposed to
construct 3 LWD spur structures at each channel bend (Figures 9 & 10). These
structures would utilize existing LWD on the top of the wedge and from the existing log
jam. Approximately 50 pieces of wood are required to re-establish a large frequency to
approximately 2 pieces per bankfull width. All the wood can be top anchored or
embedded with appropriate ballasting according to the details provided in Table 8 & 9.
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LWD

LWD
RW

Dimension (m)

RW length

1
1
1

5
5
2

dbh

0.5
0.5

LWD
Volume
(m3)
rwd

2
2

1.0
1.6
1.7

Watered
(%)

LWD Type and #

Lay-up

Table 8. Tributary 0+720 – Typical Large Wood Ballasting and Anchoring

top

45
45
45

20
20
50

X
X
X

Anchoring
rock

Rock Required

none # per dia (m)

1
1
1

0.5
0.8
0.8

Total
#

Total
kg

1
1
1

118
620
620

Table 9. Tributary 0+720 - Construction Summary
Item
Excavation Volume
Complexing Wood (1.5 m3/LWD)

Amount
480 m3
89 m3

Photo 30. Downstream view of historic confluence of Tributary 0+720 LB with North Fork
showing portion of a 200 m long aggraded channel (Mar 2008).

Photo 31 & 32 Lateral view of sediment fan and LWD jam (top) and upstream view of LWD
jam 50 m upstream of present Trib 0+720 confluence showing surface flow over debris fan
during moderately high water (Mar 2008).
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Figure 8. Tributary 0+720 plan, profile and proposed section.
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Figure 9. Typical Plan and cross section LWD spur with rootwad for Tributary 0+720.
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Figure 10. Typical plan and cross section for LWD spur anchored to bank with no trees at Tributary 0+720.
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5.7

Stream fertilization

On August 31, 2001 water samples were collected from 4 mainstem and tributary
sites within the Chamiss Creek watershed to determine levels of available nitrogen and
phosphorous. Logged coastal watersheds like Chamiss Creek are naturally
phosphorous limited. With the exception of Tributary 0+460 LB representative sites in
Chamiss Creek had dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) levels were below the target level
of >20 ug/L. As well, orthophosphorous levels at all sites were low at 1 ug/L, below the
target SRP levels of 3-5 ug/L.
Chamiss Creek is a good candidate for a multi-year stream fertilization program
based on these water chemistry results, as well as declining chum and coho
escapement. It is recommended that stream nutrient analysis be repeated, prior to
implementation of a stream enrichment program, to confirm the nutrient status of
Chamiss Creek. Spring or early summer sampling will better reflect the nutrient
availability for the anticipated summer growing season.
Objectives: The primary objective of a stream enrichment program in Chamiss Creek is
to increase stream primary productivity. Using slow-release fertilizer to increase
autotrophic production, our aim is to compensate for reduced salmon escapement,
which historically supplied a significant amount of marine derived nutrients to the
watershed.
Benefits: Studies have shown that stream fertilization has the potential to increase
periphyton growth, thereby increasing invertebrate food supply. This in turn may
increase growth and abundance of juvenile salmonids. A stream enrichment study in the
Keogh River demonstrated a 21% increase in CO smolt production. Studies continue to
show that small increments in juvenile and smolt size result in significant increases in
overwintering and ocean survival. Therefore, an integrated stream enrichment program
in Chamiss Creek is expected to assist in the recovery of declining salmonid stocks.
Design and materials: Water samples should be collected in spring to confirm water
nutrient levels prior to application of the fertilizer. Stream fertilization in Chamiss Creek is
dependant on the availability of an effective slow release fertilizer in solid form that can be
applied in early summer and last thru the growing season. Due to the remote nature of the
site, a drip system requiring regular monitoring and maintenance is not recommended.
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Appendix 1. Site access, materials and staging instructions carried out during first phase
of works.
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Kauwinch River Restoration: Materials Staging

Introduction
On May 31, 2007, nhc conducted a site visit to the Kauwinch watershed to identify rock
and wood materials and prepare a staging plan for the Large Woody Debris (LWD)
structures that will be constructed in the summer of 2007, see Figure 1. Branko
Samoukovic (Interfor) provided assistance during the site visit.
In order to stage the materials we propose the following steps be taken:
• widen the access road near Kauwinch ML 2 km to the side channel,
• repair the Branch 2100 road to the gully crossing / slide area (approximately
150m)
• collect wood from Branch 2100 and deliver it to the staging area
• collect rock from Branch 2100 and from Kauwinch ML 3 km and deliver to the
staging area
Access Road Widening
The access road to the side channel was reopened during the 2006 construction project
by a small excavator. Currently the right-of-way is cleared to a 2.5 to 3 m width.
Additional brushing to 4 m width needs to occur for the articulating truck to use the road.
We recommend a crew of 2 to 3 workers use chainsaws to remove the small alder trees
and logs along the edge of the road. The time for the crew to complete the work should
be about 1 to 2 days. A wider area should be cleared to form a staging area near the
end of the access road. The wider area should be approximately 8 m wide, see Figure 2
and Photos 1 and 2.
Branch 2100 Repair
The wood for the project is located approximately 500 m along Branch 2100. The final
150 m of Branch 2100 is steep and partially eroded. This section of the road must be
repaired to a condition that the articulating truck can operate on it. About 2 to 4 hours of
excavator work will be required to repair the road to the gully crossing, see Photo 3.
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Collect Wood and Deliver to the Staging Area
A hydraulic excavator should be used to sort through the wood debris piled along the
edge of Branch 2100. The sorted wood should be loaded into the articulating truck and
delivered to the end of the access road near the side channel.
Approximately 50 logs between 5 and 8 m long and 0.3 to 0.8 m diameter are required.
About half of the logs should have roots attached, see Photo 4.
Additionally, 20 stumps should be delivered to the staging area. The stumps can be
removed from the edge of the cut-block off Branch 2100, see Photo 5. If the stumps are
removed from the cut-block then the disturbance to the re-forested area should be
minimized.
It will take approximately 10 - 12 hours for the excavator and articulating truck to
complete this work
Collect Rock and Deliver to the Staging Area
Some rocks may be collected from the Branch 2100. Other rocks may be collected from
alongside the Kauwinch ML 3 km. Approximately 90 rocks need to be collected. Each
rock should be approximately 800 to 1100 mm diameter, see Photo 6.
Rocks that exceed 3000 kg (diameter = 1300 mm) are not acceptable because they will
not be moveable by the small excavator used for the LWD placements. Note that the
rocks should have no cracks or fissures.
It will take approximately 8 - 10 hours for the excavator and articulating truck to complete
this work
List of Materials
A summary list of the materials is provided in Table 1.
Table 1. List of Materials
Description
Logs: 0.4 to 0.8 m diameter x 5 to 8 m long
Logs with roots attached: 0.4 to 0.8 m diameter x 5 to 8 m long
Conifer stumps
Rocks: 800 mm to 1100 mm

Number Required
25
25
20
90
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If you have any questions about this document please contact us at (250) 758-6425.

northwest hydraulic consultants
Prepared by:
Graham Hill
Graham Hill, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

List of Attachments:
Figure 1. Site Overview
Figure 2. Access Road and Staging Area
Table 1. Summary of Materials
Photos 1 – 6.
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Figure 1. Site Overview
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Figure 2. Access Road and Staging Area
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Photo 1. Clear a 4 m width. Remove the alders along the edge and the larger logs
so an articulating truck can use the road.

Photo 2. These two rocks are sitting at the access road near Kauwinch ML 2 km.
Note the rock on the left exceeds 3000 kg and is too large. The rock on the right is
good.
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Photo 3. The upper end of Branch 2100 needs repaired so an articulated truck can
use the road.

Photo 4. Logs with and without roots can be sorted from the debris pile.
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Photo 5. Stumps near the edge of the road can be removed from the cut-block.
Minimize the disturbance to the re-forested area.

Photo 6. Rocks are located along Branch 2100 and at Kauwinch ML 3 km.
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Appendix 2. Design and as-built drawings for Kauwinch River Sidechannel Enhancement
Project.

Sidechannel 1+300 LB log jam inlet structure – Plan view
Sidechannel 1+300 LB log jam inlet structure – Sections
Sidechannel 1+300 LB log jam inlet structure – Details
Sidechannel 1+300 LB typical log jam structures
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Appendix 3. Summary of sidechannel survey results at km 1+300 LB
location:
survey:
date:
type:
weather:
UTM:
remarks:

Sidechannel Kauwinch River at km 1+300 LB
Channel profile
04-Sep-05
rod & level
skies 6/10, overcast, light-mod SE wind
zone 9; northing 55541; easting 6210
sidechannel flowing due to intake erosion

watershed code:
dominant channel morphology:
time:
water temp (C):
gradient:
D90:
substrate compaction:

93-7470
riffle - pool
1040 hr
8
1.1%
350
moderate

Channel Profile

Station
Local BM
Local BM
turning point
Local BM
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg

BS
1.56
1.33
1.69

FS

IS

HI
101.56
100.89
100.64
100.44

Elevation
100.00
99.56
98.95
100.08

Chain
from
intake
60.0
117.0
163.0
212.4

1.390
2.230
1.930
1.905
1.945
2.020
2.390
2.600
1.810
2.175
1.950
1.845
2.525
1.412
2.730
2.840

101.56
101.56
101.56
101.56
101.56
101.56
101.56
100.89
100.89
100.89
100.64
100.64
100.64
99.66
99.66
99.66

100.17
99.33
99.63
99.66
99.62
99.54
99.17
98.29
99.08
98.71
98.69
98.80
98.12
98.25
97.91
97.80

0.0
12.0
22.0
32.0
45.0
50.0
60.0
74.4
100.0
117.0
125.0
137.3
163.0
170.0
185.8
212.4

0.36

0.886

1.086

0.706

Chain
from
outlet

W-depth

WSE
-

240.0
228.0
218.0
208.0
195.0
190.0
180.0
165.6
140.0
123.0
115.0
102.7
77.0
70.0
54.2
27.6

0.1
0.8
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
1.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.5

100.29
100.13
99.98
99.98
99.95
99.72
99.40
99.39
99.41
98.77
98.79
98.90
98.22
98.35
98.21
98.25

2 yr flood Remark
dX
dY
HUB A (flagged nail @ trunk of mature alder on RB)
HUB B (flagged nail @ exposed root of mature alder RB
TP
HUB C (flagged stake at base of mature alder on LB)
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intake @ mainstem km 1+300 LB
riffle tailout
riffle tailout
glide
riffle crest
riffle tailout
riffle tailout
pool
riffle crest
riffle tailout
glide
riffle crest
riffle tailout
pool
riffle crest
riffle tailout

location:
survey:
date:
type:
weather:
UTM:
remarks:

Sidechannel Kauwinch River at km 1+300 LB
Channel profile
05-Oct-07
rod & level
skies 8/10, overcast, mod SE wind
zone 9; northing 55541; easting 6210
sidechannel flows at moderate

watershed code:
dominant channel morphology:
time:
water temp (C):
gradient:
D90:
substrate compaction:

93-7470
riffle - pool
1144 hr
7
0.8%
350
moderate

Channel Profile

Station
Local BM

thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg
thalweg

BS
1.21

FS

1.61

1.38

IS

1.32
1.87
1.32
1.73
1.845
2.29
1.615
1.82
2.9
2.01
2.6
1.34
2.055
1.88
2.065
1.625
1.84
1.97
2.01
2.145
1.585
1.87
1.93

HI
101.21

101.21
101.21
101.21
101.21
101.21
101.21
101.21
101.21
101.21
99.92
99.92
99.92
99.92
99.92
99.92
99.92
99.675
99.675
99.675
99.675
99.675
99.675
99.675

Elevation
100.00

99.89
99.34
99.89
99.48
99.365
98.92
99.595
99.39
98.31
97.91
97.32
98.58
97.865
98.04
97.855
98.295
97.835
97.705
97.665
97.53
98.09
97.805
97.745

Chain
from
intake
62.5

0
6.3
14.2
18.5
32.7
38.9
44.5
57.2
62.5
73.9
79.5
94
109.5
118.5
127.4
133
145
151.3
161.4
171.2
176.3
185
200

Chain
from
outlet

240
233.7
225.8
221.5
207.3
201.1
195.5
182.8
177.5
166.1
160.5
146
130.5
121.5
112.6
107
95
88.7
78.6
68.8
63.7
55
40

W-depth

0.27
0.73
0.14
0.5
0.5
0.98
0.3
0.25
1.32
0.9
0.5
0.24
0.75
0.5
0.7
0.25
0.25
0.7
0.65
0.79
0.2
0.3
0.15

WSE
-

2 yr flood Remark
dX
dY
HUB A (flagged nail @ trunk of mature alder on RB)

100.16
100.07
100.03
99.98
99.865
99.9
99.895
99.64
99.63
98.81
97.82
98.82
98.615
98.54
98.555
98.545
98.085
98.405
98.315
98.32
98.29
98.105
97.895
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sc intake
sc approach
upper sill log
scour hole ds intake
end riffle
spur 1
begin riffle
end riffle
spur 2
spur 4
mid pool near spur 4
begin riffle
spur 5
spur 6
spur 7
begin riffle
end riffle
spur 8
spur 9
spur 10
begin riffle
spur 11
end riffle

